
Abel Doyle
Senior Barista

abel.doyle@email.com (123) 456-7890 Seattle, WA LinkedIn

Energetic barista with 8+ years of experience crafting artisan drinks, collaborating with and motivating
strong teams, and retaining and growing a loyal guest base. Excited to lead Shiplap Coffee's team, ensuring

the highest quality of food and beverages while upholding your mission of putting people first.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Blue Bottle Coffee - Senior Barista
2019 - current Seattle, WA

Led a team of 5 baristas during the morning shift, maintaining a calm and professional demeanor during
high-volume periods to encourage collaboration and efficiency

Coached and trained 4 baristas, teaching them menu recipes, appliance care, and stocking policies

Handled customer complaints, and corrected barista team's order mistakes within 2 minutes
Developed 8 blended coffee beverages that the business owner added to the menu in 2021

Completed inventories and reordered coffee supplies and ingredients each week

Mekelburg's - Barista
2016 - 2019 Seattle, WA

Helped guests with 60+ menu items, suggested seasonal items, and promoted the stamp card

Floated among dine-in, drive-thru, and kitchen duties, adapting to assist team during peak hours

Designed artisan coffee and teas, prepared and baked pastries, and washed and cleaned appliances
Suggested and helped implement a customer feedback section on receipts that helped the shop optimize
the guest experience by 23%

Stocked merchandise, supplies, and ingredients, received deliveries, and assisted with inventories

Blank Street - Barista
2014 - 2016 Seattle, WA

Decreased guests' wait time by 90+ seconds by assisting the lead barista with complex orders

Learned and maintained knowledge of wide menu options, took orders, and processed transactions
Greeted customers warmly within 15 seconds of arrival to provide a welcoming atmosphere

Increased sales by 12% by offering pastry items, snacks, and fruit cups to beverage orders

Maintained shop cleanliness, clearing and sanitizing tables and sweeping and mopping floors

EDUCATION

Ballard High School - High school diploma
2010 - 2014 Seattle, WA

SKILLS
Verbal Communication; Critical Thinking; Collaboration; Adaptable; Detail-oriented; Customer Service

https://linkedin.com/

